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The Chapel - The aim to retain the structure of the existing chapel and provide space for an additional 30 people. Through the reconfiguration of Pews in accordance to their size and shape permits for the

placement of a further 20 seats.  By extending the seating area into the existing Chapel of Remembrance provides a further 10 seats, this space enables more natural light to enter the chapel.

WC's - Due to a larger number of people accommodating this space it is necessary to provide additional toilet facilities for 90 people in the vicinity, the toilets are to be located at the existing location,

additionally repositioning the doorway to the accessible toilet providing effective circulation for the lobby.

Chapel of Remembrance - At the clients request the removal and relocation of the Chapel of Remembrance to an external plot creates a large circulation area to the rear of the chapel, partitioned by a wall or

window this separates the space preventing any noise permeating into the chapel whist a service is taking place.

Offices - The secondary entrance to the crematorium is currently accessed through the office area via the rear forecourt.  By extending the entrance into the forecourt creates a larger office area as well as

providing a more welcoming secondary public entrance. Removal of storage cupboards and the relocation of the partitioning wall between both offices provides for a more spacious layout for both offices as

well as providing seating for an additional 3 people, additionally the installation of another partition wall in new office extension creates a meeting room where members of the public can meet staff in
private.

Waiting room - to be relocated in the newly proposed extension, utilising the same area as the existing waiting room, the extension provides further space within the crematorium to provide for an additional

room (Vestry).

Single Entrance - Initially the purpose to provide direct access into the waiting room prior to the commencement of a service and at the same time avoid disturbing on-going services.  Creating a single

entrance to waiting room from the outside of the building still provides direct access to waiting room

The Vestry - Currently situated to the rear of the building the vestry remains unused.  By relocating the vestry to the front corner of the proposed extension provides panoramic views out onto the forecourt

from both facades therefore providing an area to observe people arriving for a service.

Floral Tribute - At the client's request, additional space is required to provide for further floral tributes.  By recreating an outdoor paved walkway located behind the existing garden wall adjacent to the chapel

creates a boundary between quiet and louder areas. A proposed wood pergola covering the length of the walkway creates a space to allow plants to grow naturally, creating a place for contemplation

amongst the quiet and tranquil landscape. This area can be accessed via the Crematorium through the proposed lobby (converted vestry) to the rear also via a garden path from the forecourt.

Additional Windows - The Installation of additional windows within the newly proposed extension allows natural light to flow into the building as well as providing panoramic views out onto the forecourt.
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